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Editorial
Welcome to the winter 2017 issue of the FWSA newsletter.
This issue brings you two reports from recent conferences. The first opens a conversation
around the integration of quantitative methods and feminist research with the launch of the
FemQuant network. The second is a call for action from the National Women’s Studies
Association in the US, seeking intersectionality and support from white feminists for black
feminism and movements such as #blacklivesmatter. This echoes voices heard at the FWSA’s
own biennial conference in September, and is an important message to take forward into 2018.
This thread is picked up again in our Member’s News section, where we report on Dr Deborah
Gabriel’s new book Inside the Ivory Tower, an edited collection of reflections on race and gender
within the academy.
We also showcase creative work from member Siobhan Wall, whose poems reflect on violence,
culpability, and overcoming trauma. Siobhan’s artwork of women and people of indeterminate
gender is featured on the cover and throughout the issue. These images represent damaged
bodies, women's vulnerability, and sexual identity.
We finish with news of two events in the coming year: ATGENDER’s European Feminist Research
Conference and the FWSA interim event, a reflection on women’s suffrage locally, nationally, and
globally.
I wish you all a restful winter break and a productive 2018.
Alison Wheatley, Newcastle University
alison.wheatley@ncl.ac.uk

‘Kissing lips’ by Siobhan Wall
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Chair’s Report
As the year draws to an end, I’m pleased to report on what has been a busy few months since
the summer newsletter.
In September, the FWSA Biennial Conference was held on the theme of “Making space for
feminism in the neo-liberal academy”, organised by the University of Strathclyde. Across the
three days, speakers addressed a diverse array of issues around the place of feminist studies in
academia and its future in the changing landscape of Higher Education, provoking some
invigorating discussions. This work was continued in the space of our Virtual Conference, hosted
on the FWSA website, where papers include important and timely reflections on themes such as
conferencing as a precarious early career academic, and teaching gender and sexualities in
neoliberal contexts.
The conference’s focus on the role and future of feminist studies provided an apt space to
introduce to members our initial plans for celebrating 30 years of the Feminist and Women’s
Studies Association. The FWSA first formed as a network in 1987, becoming an Association in
1990, and over the course of 2017-20 we are seeking to record and preserve the history of the
Association by way of reflecting on its development, and providing a resource for future feminist
scholars. A call to members recently went out on our mailing list, and anyone interested in
participating or able to pass on information is welcome to get in touch.
The call for our next Biennial Conference in 2019 will also be going out in the new year, and we
look forward to receiving proposals from potential host institutions. In the meantime, our interim
event in 2018 will be held on the 29th-30th June at the University of Surrey, on the theme of
“Centennial Reflections on Women’s Suffrage: Local, National, Transnational”; the call for
papers is attached at the end of this newsletter and we look forward to receiving members’
proposals.
With best wishes for the new year ahead,
Charlotte Mathieson, University of Surrey
FWSA Chair
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Conference Reports
Need for a collective: reflections on combining feminist research commitments with quantitative methods
On 21 September 2017, the FemQuant conference brought together PhD students and early career
researchers to share experiences, successes, and frustrations in combining feminist research
commitments and quantitative social science research methods. The event was funded by the
ESRC’s UCL, Bloomsbury and East London Doctoral Training Partnership, as part of their funding for
interdisciplinary research events.
The response to our call for papers was overwhelming, indicating a need, in the UK and beyond, for
such a seemingly niche conversation. The idea was originally conceived when we, the organisers,
met at a summer school and discovered not only our shared research interests, but also a sense of
being somewhat isolated in our PhD programmes – the one noting a lack of engagement with
feminist theory among quantitative colleagues, and the other having few quantitative peers in a
gender studies department. The event hosted 18 speakers: a mixture of doctoral students and early
career researchers from the UK, Europe, North and Latin America, and two keynote speakers,
Professor Jacqueline Scott and Dr Maria Iacovou from the University of Cambridge.
Despite very diverse research interests and disciplinary backgrounds, there was a strong desire
from participants to continue to develop connections made at the conference, and to pioneer
deeper linkages between feminist research and quantitative methods. As a network, we see it as
our job to critique the presentation of gender as a simplistic, binary variable, which is common
practice in mainstream quantitative research; and to promote reflexivity among our quantitative
peers. However, it was also acknowledged that as feminist, quantitative researchers, we should
‘own’ numbers as our language. A further aim of our network is to argue for the legitimacy of
quantitative methods within feminist and gender studies. As emphasised by Maria Iacovou in her
talk, quantitative research has many benefits for researching feminist issues - the ability to
generalise findings to broad, representative populations, the ability to reproduce research with
different samples and robustly compare across countries and contexts, and its scope for analysing
intersections of characteristics at scale.
The network is now up and running with an active Twitter page and jiscmail list, where we will keep
the conversation going and expanding until the next face-to-face meeting in 2018. Join us!
Rose Cook, UCL Institute of Education
rose.cook.09@ucl.ac.uk
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Fifty Years After Combahee
NWSA 2017 Convention, Baltimore, November 16-19
This year’s National Women’s Studies Association (NWSA) Convention called on a lineage of black
feminism going back to Harriet Tubman. During the American Civil War, Tubman led a military
operation on the South Carolina Combahee River, guiding groups of slaves to boats to escape. This
history inspired the Combahee River Collective1, and its statement in 1974, which is a kind of
originary text of black feminism. The statement was remarkable in its promotion of intersectional
thinking before intersectionality was a popular term. Founding member Barbara Smith spoke at the
conference, stating “we were anti-capitalist and socialist,” and “what we were about is getting the
job done that is revolutionary change.”
Fifty years after the Combahee River Collective Statement, the lineage and legacy of black feminist
activism is demanding change. One particularly moving moment came when Alicia Garza, founder of
#blacklivesmatter, in conversation with Angela Davis, looked her mentor full in the face, saying,
“Without you, I would not be here.” The words were not simply a symbolic gesture. Many younger
activists like Charlene Carruthers talked about how they found their political identity through a black
feminism that did the work of intersectionality. The Combahee River Collective’s comment that
black woman have to “fight oppression” on more the one front – in fact “a whole range of
oppressions,” is just as relevant today as it was in 1974.
The bringing together of generations of black feminists belied the rhetoric of waves or generations.
In an electrifying plenary session, Combahee River Collective members – Barbara Smith, Demita
Frazier, and Margo Okazawa Rey, talked with feminists: Charlene Carruthers, Mary Hooks, and
Kimberlé Crenshaw. Considering the Combahee legacy, Demita Frazier explained that the collective
wanted “to represent the brilliance of black women, proud black intellectuals from a long line of
black brilliance, and we were crafting freedom for ourselves and every other marginalized person.”
The opening speeches by NWSA president and vice president called on feminism to return to its
socialist, radical, activist roots, whilst marrying that to modern black feminist theory. Barbara
Ransby outlined the need for intersectionality to be understood properly, and condemned its
misuses, whilst emphasizing the need to include trans and disabled voices in a feminist critique.
Elora Halim Chowdhury emphasized the need for solidarity with women in the developing world,
noting that Western feminism needs to look beyond the US to find answers. Davis spoke directly
afterwards about the efficacy of activism, the power of solidarity, and the need for the abolition of
prisons to build alternatives to the carceral state. These points were the organizing principles for the
conference, which included panels and speakers on race, sexuality, trans- issues, disability, the
prison-industrial complex, white supremacy, and transnational feminism. There were also special
interest groups ranging among topics like white supremacy, and combatting sexual violence on
campus.
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Crenshaw was particularly memorable, calling for misuses and misunderstandings of intersectionality to be challenged. Crenshaw noted that intersectionality is sometimes used by white Europeans
who seek to divorce the theory from the context of black women: “It is as if they are saying, we like
these ideas, we could live in them, but we just don't want all of you living here with us.”
There was much discussion of the election in the US, with Demita Frazier noting that it was 50% of
white women who voted for Trump, not 50% of white feminists. Crenshaw emphasized the
complexity of women’s reactions to predatory men, recalling how when she was working on the
Anita Hill sexual harassment case, she came upon a group of African-American women protesting
and singing Gospel songs. Initially, she thought that the women were supporting Hill, but she soon
realized that they were there to defend Clarence Thomas, calling Hill a “Jezebel.” Crenshaw
mentioned this story because it reveals the complexity of oppressed subjects, who will sometimes
act against their own interests.
Frazier suggested that in response to the election, the work of white feminists should be to tackle
white supremacy: “White feminists should join us by doing the anti-white supremacy work in the
white world.” Activist Mary Hooks added to this comment, stating: “White people have to love black
people more than you hate the state.” She added that white women must “be willing to organize
your folks” and “take marching orders.” Altogether, the whole conference was a call to action.

Zoë Brigley Thompson
zoe.brigley@gmail.com

The importance of naming was emphasized by speakers at the convention; the names of the original
Combahee River Collective are: Cessie Alfonso, Cheryl Clarke, Demita Frazier, Gloria Akasha Hull, Eleanor
Johnson, Audre Lorde, Chirlane McCray, Margo Okazawa Rey, Sharon Page Ritchie, Barbara Smith, and
Beverly Smith.
1
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Poetry and Art
The following poems by member Siobhan Wall are about recognising our own violence,
looking at culpability and overcoming trauma through gentleness.

Nasty Women
Saying 'No' is an ugly pastime
Closing doors we can't even see
I sometimes stand and wonder
What you'd say if you were me
Do you feel the bitter cold outside?
Long to collect the limbs of those who've died?
I want to spit my gums into your face,
Chewed as fine as mushy lace
I'm still not part of the human race

I'm nasty on the outside
Nasty in my skin
Vicious, cruel, to myself and you
Always wanting to be thin

I need some kindness, not someone staid
And to all the women who wait alone;
Soften your hearts of old, grey stone
But I'm wrapped in wool, as soft as down
While thousands of girls just wait to drown
I want you to undo your corset stays
Free your arms in untold ways
Hold your hands out to girls at sea
Quickly catch them, then set them free
Wrap their limbs in cashmere blankets
Rub their frozen feet alive
Comb the hair of these sodden mermaids
You will help them all survive

I'm hard on everyone I meet
Expecting you to be so perfect
And then I find you aren't so nice
So I chew you up like sticky rice
And spit you out onto passing women - those who
want to avoid my gaze
I flick my words out
Pens scratch their names, while I count the days:
Monday; Mrs Mean and Miss Obstructive
Tuesday; Mrs Spinster, saying 'no'
Wednesday; Mrs Cold and Miss Unhelpful
Don't you want to tell me where to go?
When I'm lost
Unsure
Afraid
‘Shame’ by Siobhan Wall
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A Poem for Grenfell Tower
What do you think about corporate power, when you see the blackened stump of Grenfell Tower?
Even the noble Co-op's corrupted within, like a church that's let drug criminals in
Stuffed with accountants saving money, when they should be saving lives, it isn't funny
Let's get back to basics, fast, build with bricks and mortar, walls made to last
Instead of cladding that melts like foam, we need strong, invincible, solid homes
But the people inside don't matter at all, they're outside looking for a roof and four walls
New sheets and duvets that don't stink of smoke, a view of London, chats with the friendly bloke
You met on the landing over cups of tea. Did you think "Why did this happen to me"?
New rooms with doors to open wide, you're longing to welcome friends inside
I want to say - there's no need to fly away on magic carpets, you can stay
And place your prayer mat or your beloved rug,
Just where you want them
Then give your children a hug
What is precious lies beyond these words
Loves embedded in things you've heard
You long for a chance to do cornershop shopping, for a park, a playground for children's hopping
A piece of chalk to write your name, instead of shaming and calling blame
Let's all draw a house with a hundred rooms, forget the smoke, the toxic fumes
Draw a bath, the kitchen sink, a warm, dream palace to recover, think
Draw the cupboard where you put the baby's cot, draw the shelves you haven't got
Shirts hanging in wardrobes with new shoes to polish, don't forget to draw the rubbish
In a brand-new, shiny flip up bin, then draw yourselves in bed, tucked in
Now draw yourself, slowly holding hands, with all your neighbours from different lands
Speak the language of hope and care, let's find you a home far from soot blackened air
Postscript:
Your fury isn't forgotten, left behind
Even stumbling in the darkness, you were never blind
I hear all you protesting women and men
Your perfect anger will make this never happen again
Siobhan Wall
wallsiobhan@gmail.com
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Members’ News
Dr Deborah Gabriel, Bournemouth
University

2017. Excerpts of the book have been published
by The Guardian and BBC radio.

dgabriel@bournemouth.ac.uk
Dr Gabriel has edited a new book Inside the Ivory
Tower: Narratives of Women of Colour Surviving
and Thriving in British Academia, a collection of
autoethnographies that highlights raced and
gendered inequalities in higher education, with
Professor Shirley Anne Tate of the Carnegie
School of Education at Leeds Beckett University.

Dr Katy Pilcher, Aston University
k.pilcher@aston.ac.uk

Katy has recently published an article on creative
pedagogies and teaching sensitive issues
relating to gender and sexualities:

‘Politicising the ‘personal’: the resistant potential
of creative pedagogies in teaching and learning
The book places the perspectives, experiences
‘sensitive’ issues’, Teaching in Higher Education,
and career trajectories of women of colour in
22(8): 975-990.
British academia at the centre of analysis. It
positions academia as a space dominated by
whiteness and patriarchy where women of colour
must develop strategies for survival and success
amid raced and gendered discrimination. The
book uses Black feminist theory to examine how
race and gender shapes the experiences of
women of colour academics and reveals how
racism manifests in day to day experiences
within faculties and departments, from subtle
microagressions to overt racialised and gendered
abuse. It touches on common themes such as
invisibility, hypervisibility, exclusion and belonging, highlighting intersectional experience.
Its origins lie in the Black Sister Network (BSN) a dedicated platform within Black British
Academics to empower women of colour established by Dr Gabriel. The research was
developed as a strategy to combine all the
elements of BSN's mission into a collective
project. It focused on building solidarity and
collective activism; developing strategies to
address marginalisation; undertaking critical
research on race and gender and exploring
women of colour’s experiences through counternarratives.
The book is available from Trentham Books and
can currently be purchased with a 20% reduction
through discount code IT17 until 31 December
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News from ATGENDER
ATGENDER – The European Association for Gender Research, Education and Documentation, is
happy to announce that the next European Feminist Research Conference will take place on
September 12-15, 2018. This major event, where feminist and queer scholars,
activists, artists, educators and policy makers can meet each other and
exchange knowledge and experiences, has reached the 10th edition. After the
successful European Feminist Research Conferences in places such as Utrecht
(2009), Budapest (2012), and Rovaniemi (2015), it will be Germany’s turn to
host the conference this time. It will take place in Göttingen, and will be
organized by ATGENDER together with FG Gender (The German Association of
Gender Studies) and three partners at Göttingen University: the Institute of
Diversity Research, the Centre for Gender Studies, and the Gender Studies
Programme.
The conference will be structured around 11 thematic strands, each of which
is designated by three verbs (“Embodying/Performing/Affecting”, “Working/
Struggling/Organizing” “Remembering/Representing/ Signifying”, and others).
Next to panel sessions, you will have the chance to attend roundtables,
workshops and open fora, as well as social activities open to all participants. Confirmed keynote
speakers are: Alexandre Baril (University of Ottawa), Niharika Banerjea (Ambedkar University Delhi),
Noemi Vanessa Michel (University of Geneva), and Agnieszka Graff (University of Warsaw) together
with Elżbieta Korolczuk (Södertörn University).
The organizing team has managed to get funding from German local and State bodies; for this
reason, the conference will be entirely for free! Additionally, the two associations will make travel
grants available to allow unfunded researchers, early career scholars and unemployed people or
people with low income to present their research. The Call for Papers will be out by the end of
November and will close on January 21. From March
onwards, registration will be open. So what are you
waiting for? Send your proposal and then register to
the next European Feminist Research Conference!
And do not forget that you can become member of
ATGENDER at any time and support the European
feminist and gender studies network – for the
occasion, membership fees for 2018 have been
lowered. To stay updated, check the website
www.atgender.eu and the Facebook and Twitter pages
of ATGENDER.
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